Upcoming HPC clusters will feature hybrid memories and storage devices per compute node. In this work, we propose to use the MPI one-sided communication model and MPI windows as unique interface for programming memory and storage. We describe the design and implementation of MPI storage windows, and present its benefits for out-of-core execution, parallel I/O and fault-tolerance. In addition, we explore the integration of heterogeneous window allocations, where memory and storage share a unified virtual address space. When performing large, irregular memory operations, we verify that MPI windows on local storage incurs a 55% performance penalty on average. When using a Lustre parallel file system, "asymmetric" performance is observed with over 90% degradation in writing operations. Nonetheless, experimental results of a Distributed Hash Table, the HACC I/O kernel mini-application, and a novel MapReduce implementation based on the use of MPI one-sided communication, indicate that the overall penalty of MPI windows on storage can be negligible in most cases in real-world applications.
the use of different programming interfaces to program separately memory and storage. For instance, MPI provides one sided-communication to access shared, intra-node memory, and distributed, internode memory. On the other hand, the MPI I/O interface separately provides support to read and write from files on storage.
In the same way that storage will seamlessly extend memory in the near future, programming interfaces for memory operations will also become interfaces for I/O operations. In this work, we aim at raising the level of programming abstraction by proposing the use of MPI one-sided communication and MPI windows as a unified interface to any of the available memory and storage technologies.
MPI windows provide a familiar interface that can be used to program data movement among hybrid memory and storage subsystems ( Figure 1 ). Simple put / get operations can be used for accessing local or remote windows. Support for shared memory programming using MPI windows is also possible, where these operations can be replaced by simple store / load memory operations [5, 6] . In addition, we foresee the potential of heterogeneous allocations that include memory and storage using a single virtual address space.
We design and implement MPI windows on storage, and evaluate its performance using two different testbeds. First, we use a single node with local hard disk and SSD, that serves us to mimic future computing nodes with memory and local storage.
Additionally, we use a cluster that mounts a distributed file system, as in the majority of the current supercomputers. By evaluating our implementation with the Intel MPI RMA Benchmarks, we demonstrate that MPI windows on storage shows a negligible performance overhead for small data transfers compared to MPI windows in memory, when no storage synchronization is enforced. When performing large amounts of consecutive memory operations and enforcing data synchronization with storage, the penalty of MPI windows on local solidstate drives of a single computing node is approximately 55% on average when compared to the performance of MPI windows in memory. When using a Lustre parallel file system, we observe an "asymmetric" performance of put and get operations, with over 90% degradation in put operations. support for checkpoint-restart mechanisms [7] . In this paper, we describe how MPI windows can be effectively used in this kind of applications and we show the performance of the approach using a Distributed Hash Table, The contributions of this work are the following:
• We design and implement MPI storage windows to map MPI windows into storage devices. We provide a reference, open-source implementation atop the MPI profiling interface, and consider how the approach could be integrated inside MPICH.
• We show that MPI storage windows introduce only a relatively small runtime overhead when compared to MPI memory windows and MPI I/O, in most cases. However, it provides a higher level of flexibility and seamless integration of the memory and storage programming interfaces.
• We present how to use MPI storage windows for out-of-core execution, parallel I/O and fault-tolerance in reference applications, such as Distributed Hash Table, HACC I/O kernel, and MapReduce "One-Sided".
• We illustrate how heterogeneous window allocations can provide performance advantages when applications benefit from combined memory and storage allocations.
The paper is organized as follows. We provide an overview of MPI windows and present the design and implementation of MPI storage windows in Section 2. The experimental setup and performance results of the Intel MPI RMA Benchmarks, a STREAM-inspired microbenchmark, Distributed
Hash Table, HACC I/O kernel, and MapReduce mini-applications are presented in Section 3. We extend the discussion of the results and provide further insights in Section 4. Related work is described in Section 5. Lastly, Section 6 summarizes our conclusions and outlines future work.
MPI Storage Windows
The MPI "windows" concept was introduced in MPI-2 to support the one-sided communication model. With MPI windows, a process can access the address space of local or remote processes without explicit send plus receive communication.
The term window is used because only a limited part of the local memory is exposed to other MPI processes. This is similar to a window in a window pane [5] . The memory space that is not explicitly exposed through the MPI window still remains private, making the model safe against programming errors (e.g., buffer overflow).
The basic operations defined by the MPI standard to access and update an MPI window are put and get. These operations can be used in local or remote MPI processes. MPI-2 also introduced accumulate functions and synchronization operations on the exposed window. These synchronization operations are important to ensure the data availability after put and get operations. (b) Combined window allocation used to refer to our proposed extension. Additionally, the term combined window allocation is used to refer to heterogeneous allocations.
Design and Implementation
We design and implement MPI storage windows as a library 1 on top of MPI using the MPI profiling interface [9] . We also integrate the approach inside the MPICH MPI implementation (CH3) [10] .
The library version allows us to quickly prototype the MPI storage window concept and to understand which features are required for supporting storagebased allocations in the future. The MPICH integration allows us to understand the complexity of defining this concept in a production-quality MPI implementation. Here, we mostly re-use the existing code developed for MPI windows and expand 1 https://github.com/sergiorg-kth/mpi-storagewin the window structure with certain attributes (e.g., new window flavor). Nonetheless, both implementations support the same functionality, consist of approximately 500 lines of code, and feature identical performance. In this section, we will provide details about the main concepts behind both implementations.
We define seven different performance hints to enable and configure MPI storage windows. If the specific MPI implementation does not support storage allocations, the performance hints are simply ignored. These are the new hints introduced:
• alloc type. If set to "storage", it enables the MPI window allocation on storage. Otherwise, the window will be allocated in memory (default).
• storage alloc filename. Defines the path and the name of the target file. A block device can also be provided, allowing us to support different storage technologies. In addition, shared files are allowed if the same target is defined among all the processes of the communicator.
• storage alloc offset. If the target file exists, the offset identifies the MPI storage window starting point. This offset is also valid when targeting block devices directly.
• storage alloc factor. Enables combined window allocations, where a single virtual address space contains both memory and storage.
A value of "0.5" would associate half of the addresses into memory, and half into storage.
Using "auto" would set the correct allocation factor if the requested window size exceeds the main memory capacity.
• storage alloc order. Defines the order of the allocation when using the combined window allocations. A value of "memory first"
sets the first part of the address space into memory, and the rest into storage (default).
• storage alloc unlink. If set to "true", it removes the associated file during the deallocation of an MPI storage window (i.e., useful for writing temporary files). This hint has no effect when targeting block devices.
• storage alloc discard. If set to "true", avoids to synchronize to storage the recent changes during the deallocation of the MPI storage window.
Applications that use MPI one-sided communication can continue to allocate windows in memory by avoiding to provide the alloc type hint, or by setting this hint with a value of "memory".
To enable MPI storage windows, the alloc type hint has to be set to "storage". Applications are then expected to provide, at least, the storage alloc filename hint, which is required to specify the path where the window is set to be mapped (e.g., a file). The rest of the described hints are optional and will strictly depend on the particular use-case where MPI storage windows is integrated. For instance, using the storage alloc factor, part of the virtual memory address space can be divided into a traditional memory allocation plus a storage allocation, while still maintaining a unified virtual address space.
The storage alloc order hint defines the order of the mapped addresses, that can correspond to memory first and then storage, or vice versa. Applications can additionally opt to define a factor value of "auto" for out-of-core execution using MPI storage windows. In such case, when the requested allocation exceeds the main memory capacity, the factor will be adapted to map the part that exceeds the main memory into storage. Otherwise, the window allocation remains in memory by default. Figure 3 illustrates the differences using a fixed factor of 0.5, 0.8, and finally auto.
We also integrate some of the reserved hints de- • access style. Specifies the access pattern of the target file or block device used for the MPI storage window (e.g., "read mostly"
when mainly read operations are required).
• file perm. Establishes the file permissions when creating a new file for the window. This hint has no effect when targeting existing files or block devices.
• striping factor. Defines the number of I/O devices that the MPI storage window should be striped across (e.g., number of OST devices on Lustre). This hint has no effect when targeting existing files or block devices.
• striping unit. Sets the striping unit to be used for the MPI storage window (e.g., stripe size of Lustre). This hint has no effect when targeting existing files or block devices.
Our implementation of MPI storage windows is based on the use of memory-mapped file I/O [11] .
Target files or block devices from an MPI storage window are first opened, mapped into the virtual memory space of the MPI process, and then associated with the MPI window. A similar procedure is followed when creating combined window allocations. In this case, the allocation is separated in two steps, as previously illustrated in Figure 2 . First, a range of virtual memory addresses that corresponds to the requested allocation size is reserved. This ensures that applications obtain a seamless virtual address space with the same base. Thereafter, this range is divided into individual mappings that point to memory and storage, respectively. The division and the order are determined through the performance hints. By default, the memory allocation appears first, unless otherwise specified.
For these purposes, five basic Unix system and I/O functions are required: the range of virtual addresses for the final mapping. In case of memory allocations, we set MAP ANONYMOUS as well.
• ftruncate. When targeting files, this function is used to guarantee that the mapping has enough associated storage space. Otherwise, writing beyond the last mapped page would result in a segmentation fault.
• msync. This system call flushes all the dirty pages to storage from the page cache of the OS. We enforce the synchronous mode of this call, blocking the process until the data is guaranteed to be stored.
• munmap. This system call releases memory allocations and removes the mapping of the file or block device from the page table of the process.
• unlink. This I/O function allows us to delete the mapped file from storage (e.g., during deallocation).
On the other hand, we extend the functionalities of several MPI routines to handle the allocation, • MPI Win allocate shared. Equivalent to the previous routine, it defines an MPI shared window on storage. Hence, MPI processes have efficient access to the mapped storage of other processes within the same shared computing node. By default, the mapped addresses are consecutive, unless specified. This routine performs a collective operation.
• MPI Win free. This routine releases the mapping from the page table of the MPI process.
If requested with the storage alloc unlink hint, it also deletes the mapped file. This routine performs a collective operation.
• MPI Win sync. This routine synchronizes the memory and storage copies of the MPI storage window 2 . The window synchronization enforces the OS to write any dirty pages to storage. This routine may return immediately if the pages are already synchronized with storage by the OS (i.e., a selective synchronization is frequently performed).
• MPI Win attach / MPI Win detach. These two routines allow us to support MPI dynamic windows on storage. The routines can attach / detach a storage mapping from a given MPI 2 Even though MPI storage windows resembles the separate memory model of MPI windows [5] , in this case, local and remote operations only affect the memory mapped region. Even though our current implementation only supports a local synchronization of the window (i.e., intra-node), we consider that the semantics of this operation should trigger a storage synchronization on remote processes as well. Therefore, write operations (e.g., MPI Put) accompanied with a subsequent MPI Win sync will guarantee data consistency on the storage layer of the remote process.
Read operations (e.g., MPI Get), on the other hand, are not affected and will trigger data accesses to storage through the page fault mechanism of the OS.
The second challenge is to prevent remote data accesses during a window synchronization to storage. In this regard, the MPI standard already contains the definition of an exclusive lock inside the passive target synchronization [12] . By default, locks are used to protect accesses to the target window, and to protect local load / store accesses to a locked local window. Accesses that are protected by an exclusive lock (i.e., MPI LOCK EXCLUSIVE) will not be concurrent with other accesses to the same window that are lock protected. Thus, guaranteeing that no interference exists during the synchronization of the data.
We must note that, in the future, MPI imple- 4 MPI_Info_set ( info , " alloc_type " , " storage " );
5 MPI_Info_set ( info , " s t o r a g e _ a l l o c _ f i l e n a m e " , " / path / tofile " );
6 MPI_Info_set ( info , " s t o r a g e _ a l l o c _ o f f s e t " , " 0 " );
7 MPI_Info_set ( info , " s t o r a g e _ a l l o c _ u n l i n k " , " false " ); On the other hand, Listing 2 illustrates how to create a window that combines memory and storage. We can use the "factor" hint to specify the data distribution inside the allocation. In the example, half of the space is allocated in memory.
The MPI standard additionally defines MPI dynamic windows, that allow applications to dynamically attach memory allocations after the window is created. Listing 3 illustrates how MPI dynamic windows on storage can be defined. The performance hints are provided to MPI Alloc mem instead.
Experimental Results
In this section, we illustrate the performance of MPI storage windows using two different testbeds.
The first testbed is a single computing node with lo- • 
Intel IMB-RMA Benchmarks
For our first evaluation, we verify whether MPI storage windows can incur in performance overheads using MPI one-sided operations. This might be the case where special memory and techniques are required for data consistency on RDMA [13] .
The goal is to ensure that no subtle performance differences exist for small data transfers using the page cache in comparison with MPI windows allo- 
mSTREAM Microbenchmark
In order to understand the performance considerations of using MPI storage windows with storage synchronization enforcement, we define a custom microbenchmark inspired by STREAM [14] , called We instruct MPI to extend the window allocation to storage using the described performance hints.
A single MPI process is used for each test to avoid potential interferences that could affect the results. The reason for this result is due to the lack of write cache on Lustre for memory-mapped I/O, that produces "asymmetric" performance for read and write operations on Tegner. We also confirm this effect by measuring the throughput of read and write with the SEQ kernel. We read from an MPI storage window to a memory-based, and from an MPI memory window to a storage-based, respectively. The result from this experiment is illustrated in Figure 8b. 
Distributed Data Structures
Data analytics and machine learning applications are emerging on HPC [7, 15] . These applications pose a relatively large stress to the I/O subsystem, due to the large amounts of small I/O transactions that they produce. For our third performance evaluation, we use a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) implementation by Gerstenberger et al. [8] 7 that mainly uses MPI one-sided operations. Hence, we intent to mimic data analytics applications that have random accesses to distributed data structures.
In this implementation, each MPI process handles a part of the DHT, named Local Volume (LV).
The processes also maintain an overflow heap to store elements in case of collisions. The LV and the overflow heap are allocated as MPI windows on each process, so that updates to the DHT are handled using solely MPI one-sided operations. In this way, each MPI process can put or get values, and also resolve conflicts asynchronously on any of the exposed LVs through Compare-and-Swap (CAS) atomic operations.
We introduce the necessary performance hints to map the content of the LV and heap to storage as MPI storage windows, using one file per process.
A mini-application is defined to insert random 64-bit integer numbers into the DHT. 
Out-of-Core Computation
A large number of HPC applications have to deal with very large datasets that exceed the main memory capacity. In such cases, out-of-core techniques [16, 17] define efficient mechanisms to transfer data from / to storage. For instance, a common approach is to divide the main algorithm in blocks [18] . This is particularly useful in certain applications that involve dense matrix computations. However, the programmer is responsible for the distribution and the associated data transferring, which introduces source code complexity. With a small performance overhead, we observe that using MPI storage on applications that exceed the main memory capacity is feasible. Figure 10 shows age windows, the execution can proceed without any changes in the source code. The performance penalty with conventional hard disks before exceeding the main memory limit is approximately 32% compared to MPI memory windows. The overhead of using SSD is approximately 20% on average. After exceeding the main memory limit, however, the performance penalty considerably increases. Using the local hard disk, the overhead is over twice as much as the projected value using MPI memory windows. With the SSD, the overhead increases to approximately 89%. This is mainly due to the fact that our tests enforce mostly write operations with no data reuse. Thus, the performance depends on the storage bandwidth.
On the other hand, we observe that combined window allocations can provide the performance benefits of using MPI memory windows with the versatility of MPI storage windows for out-of-core execution. Figure 10 illustrates the performance of using combined window allocations with a fixed factor of 0.5. This means that 50% of the allocation is located in memory, while the other 50% is located on storage. The SSD is used for the storage mapping in our tests. Before exceeding the main memory limit, we observe an average overhead of only 8% when compared to MPI memory windows. After exceeding the memory capacity, the overhead is increased to 13% in comparison with the projected value of MPI memory windows. In the largest test case, where 59.6GB of the allocation is based on storage, the overhead increases to only 36% on average. The main motivation behind this excellent result is due to the fact that not every consecutive byte of the allocation is mapped to storage.
The part of the allocation that resides on storage is mainly the heap designated for conflicts. Hence, the application predominantly pays only the cost of insert conflicts during our tests. The rest of the operations hit mainly in the LV of each process, which is mostly located (pinned) in memory.
Parallel I/O
In this subsection, we briefly evaluate the perfor- processes. Hence, contention can be reduced on parallel file systems (e.g., Lustre).
Transparent Checkpointing
Over the past few years, resilience has become one of the major concerns in HPC [23] . With the arrival of the first wave of pre-Exascale machines, the chances for unexpected failures during the execution of parallel applications will considerably increase [24] . Hence, several solutions have been proposed to mitigate failures at userlevel [25, 26, 27, 28] . The importance of these solutions might even affect the design decisions of the upcoming revisions of the MPI standard. As a consequence, we observe the need for efficient resilience support on current and upcoming HPC clusters.
In this regard, MPI storage windows can be used Using MPI storage windows on MR-1S only incurs in a 3.8% penalty on average.
Discussion
The performance results given in the previous section have illustrated some of the benefits of using MPI storage windows. Here we extend the discussion concerning these results.
Limitations of memory-mapped IO
Introducing storage operations as part of the memory space of an application allows us to combine computations and storage operations, hiding part of the bandwidth and access latency differences between memory and storage. However, we note that the use of memory-mapped I/O for MPI storage windows might constraint the performance on large-process counts [31] . This is due to the inher- One of the main benefits of this type of allocations is that they reduce the overhead of letting the OS manage the full allocation. Thus, the memory part is inherently "pinned". tests, 90% of the main memory). Without increasing the physical memory capacity or using techniques such as out-of-core, the execution of any HPC application will fail after reaching this limit.
Hence, using MPI storage windows can be beneficial by transparently hiding the complexity of managing these situations.
Buffering on Lustre for better performance
We observed that MPI storage windows did not perform well in some experiments that use the Lustre parallel file system mounted on Tegner. We demonstrated that this effect was due to the asymmetric read / write performance featured on the Linux kernel module to map a remote storage window in the local virtual memory of an MPI process.
Lastly, we plan to investigate the potential benefits of using Direct Access (DAX) 14 , an extension to the Linux kernel to map directly storage devices into virtual memory addresses.
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